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Abstract: Dragonflies achieve agile maneuverability by flapping four wings independently. Different
phase angles between the flapping forewing and hindwing have been observed during various flight
modes. The aerodynamic performance depends on phase angle control, as exemplified by an artificial
flying ornithopter. Here, we present a dragonfly-like ornithopter whose phase angle was designed
to vary according to the phase lag between the slider-cranks of the forewing and hindwing. Two
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) differential pressure sensors were attached to the center
of both forewing and hindwing to evaluate the aerodynamic performance during flapping motions
when the phase angle was changed. By varying the phase angle in both the tethered condition
and free-flight, the performance of the forewing remained approximately constant, whereas that of
the hindwing exhibited obvious variations; the maximum average value was two-fold higher than
the minimum. The experimental results suggest that simple phase angle changes enable a flying
ornithopter to control flight force balance without complex changes in the wing kinematics.
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1. Introduction

Dragonflies are carnivorous predators capable of preying and mating in flight. They can maneuver
precisely and accelerate rapidly because of the direct musculature of their four wings, in contrast to
most other insects. Dragonflies can control both forewing and hindwing separately; thus, they create
complex flapping patterns and generate variable aerodynamic forces [1–5]. In particular, a dragonfly
adopts different phase angles between the forewing and hindwing depending on the flight mode.
For example, dragonflies use 180˝ (counterstroke) and approximately 270˝ (hindwing leads) phase
angles during hovering [1,6] and forward flight [4,7], respectively. The 0˝ (360˝) (in-phase) phase angle
is sometimes used to accelerate during flight [1,6,8]. Forewing-lead phase angles are rarely observed
in dragonflies.

The relationship between phase angle and aerodynamic performance has been studied previously
using experimental robotic flappers in liquid [9–12] and computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulation [13–17] focusing on the force and power. Maybury and Lehmann [9] used a robotic flapper
to demonstrate that the lift force of the hindwing depends on the phase angle and is maximized when
the hindwing leads the forewing. Additionally, the reduction in lift force was greatest when the phase
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angle was approximately 90˝. The authors also suggested that an appropriate phase angle improves
aerodynamic efficiency compared to a single pair of wings [10]. Huang and Sun [14,15] investigated the
forewing and hindwing interaction using CFD simulation and observed a relationship between phase
angle and aerodynamic performance similar to that described by Maybury and Lehmann. However,
Hu and Deng [11] and Wang and Russell [16] observed a different aerodynamic tendency in this
relationship using a robotic flapper and CFD, respectively. They determined that the maximum and
minimum forces were generated during in-phase and counterstroke, respectively. The difference in
the aerodynamic performance was attributed to differences in the wing shape, the distance between
the forewing and hindwing [17], and the trajectories of the flapping motion, among other variables,
among the experimental setups. Regardless, the result was essentially no different from determining
that the phase angle varies the specific timing when the hindwing passes in the airflow and vortex
shed of the forewing, which results in differential aerodynamic performance. Therefore, many studies
have concluded that the phase angle will be an important factor in the flight control of insect-sized
flying robots to achieve agile flight performance.

Applying the phase angle to insect-sized flying robots requires a consideration of the divergences
between experimental robotic flappers/CFD simulations modeled after a dragonfly and current actual
flying robots. For example, many flying robots flap their wings in perpendicular stroke planes without
complex active controls of pitching and feathering because of weight limitations [18–22]. Then, passive
feathering motion due to wing deformation is utilized. Previous research has suggested that even
slight differences in the phase angle may alter aerodynamic performance. It is not clear if actual
airframes utilize the effect of the phase angle phenomena like dragonflies.

Here, we evaluate the aerodynamic force generated on the forewing and hindwing of a
dragonfly-type ornithopter when the phase angle is changed. The ornithopter was designed with a
focus on actual flight possibility and was based on our previous ornithopters [22–24]. The forces
on the wings were measured by microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) differential pressure
sensors [25,26]. The MEMS differential pressure sensor detects the differential pressure between the
upper and lower surfaces of insect-sized wings at pressure resolutions of less than 0.1 Pa. Differential
pressure measurements have been obtained for a hawk moth-type ornithopter [23,24] or a real butterfly
(Papilio protenor) [27]. In this study, the MEMS differential pressure sensors were mounted on the center
of each wing. We first evaluated the differential pressures with different phase angles in the tethered
condition. The ornithopter flew freely with similar aerodynamic performance. The experimental
results suggested that a flying ornithopter can utilize the aerodynamic effect of the phase angle to
control flight with the limitation of flapping mechanics.

2. Design and Fabrication of the Dragonfly-Type Ornithopter

Figure 1 presents the design and photographs of the fabricated ornithopter. The ornithopter was
based on our previous ornithopter design [23,24] and was unique in that there were four wings with
phase angles. The wing aspect ratio (wingspan/wing chord), Reynolds number, and reduced number
were designed to match those of an actual dragonfly as shown in Table 1. The reduced number k is
defined as k = 1/AR¨ ψ, where AR is the aspect ratio between the wing span and the wing chord length,
and ψ is the amplitude of the wing flapping, as shown in Table 1. A slider-crank mechanism was used
to transform the rotational movement of a motor (Indoor Airplane World, Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan;
MK0.7–1.7) through reducing gears into back-and-forth translational movement. The motor frame
and other frame parts were fabricated by a 3D printer (Stratasys, Tokyo, Japan; Objet Eden 260 V).
As shown in Figure 1c,f, the hindwing was attached to the motor frame. Then, the slider-crank motion
was utilized to propagate the hindwing flapping motion. The gear to the slider-crank of the forewing
also rotated through the shaft. Then, the phase angle between the forewing and hindwing was varied
by changing the phase between the slider-cranks of the forewing and hindwing. The stroke plane angle
was a right angle, and the wings flapped vertically to the body axis, in contrast to the motions of actual
dragonflies [2]. As with the previous ornithopters, the proposed prototype also has a wing that is fixed
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at the wing root during flapping. Therefore, feathering motions were induced by the wing deformation.
Each wing stroked in a plane perpendicular to the body axis with an amplitude of ˘30˝. The flapping
frequency was approximately 12 Hz. The angular velocities during upstroke and downstroke were
approximately symmetrical. The maximum relative airflow velocity was approximately 2.4 m/s at the
half-wing length.
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Figure 1. (a) Design of the dragonfly-type ornithopter with the MEMS differential pressure sensors
on two wings; Mechanism of the wing flap using a motor—front (b) and side views (c); Changing
the attachment point of the slider to the crank varied the phase angle. Photographs of the fabricated
ornithopter prototype (d–f).

Table 1. Characteristics of two dragonfly species [2,4] and the ornithopter prototype. A large variety of
properties exist for real dragonflies; the two cited here are examples.

Characteristics Unit A. Azuma, et al.,
1985 [2]

A. Azuma &
T. Watanabe, 1988 [4] Ornithopter

Dragonfly species Sympetrum frequens Anax parthenope julius
Wing span s mm 66 107 276

Aspect ratio AR – 9 8.9 6.9
Flapping frequency f Hz 41.5 27.7 12

Amplitude ψ degrees 45 29.5 30
Wing load P N/m2 2.6 3.5 4.6

Reynolds number Re – 1737 1721 1670
Reduced number k – 0.14 0.19 0.28

The forewing and hindwing were identical and flapping on the same axis such that the pressure
patterns were caused by the interaction of the forewing and hindwing rather than the differing shapes
of the wings. The wing length and wing chord length were 120 and 40 mm, respectively, as shown in
Figure 1a,d. The wings were constructed from Japanese paper with a thickness of 50 µm. The leading
edge and body side were strengthened with carbon rods with diameters of 0.5 and 0.3 mm, respectively.
A diagonal 0.3 mm rod was added to increase the stiffness. Both the forewing and the hindwing
are fixed to wing pivots by the rods of the leading edge and body side. The wing pivots about the
carbon bars of the frame. The distance between the forewing and hindwing was several millimeters.
The weight of one wing was approximately 130 mg. The total weight of the ornithopter without the
battery was 7.9 g, and the wing load was 4.6 N/m2, which is similar to that of dragonflies as shown in
Table 1 and sufficiently light to fly with an external power supply [23,24].
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As shown in Figure 2a, MEMS piezoresistive cantilever-type sensors were attached to the wing
surface to serve as differential pressure sensors. The sensor chips were mounted on a 1-mm-diameter
hole in the wing. The attachment point was a point at one-half of the wing length and one-quarter of
the wing chord in each wing.Aerospace 2016, 3, 4 4 of 15 
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A Cu/polyimide/Cu flexible electrode was used as the sensor attachment on the wing surface.
The sensor chip was electrically connected to the edge of the flexible electrode, and insulated wires
were connected to the opposite side of the electrode edge. Beeswax was used to attach the electrode to
the wing surface such that the sensor was positioned above the hole. Each signal was sent via two
wires from the leading edge of the wing to the ornithopter tail. The signals were sent from the tail to
an external bridge and amplifier circuit. The combined weight of the electrode and sensor chip was
approximately 4.5 mg, less than 5% of the wing weight.

Figure 2b,c are photographs of the sensor chip and cantilever, respectively. A piezoresistive
cantilever was constructed at the center to measure the differential pressure between the upper and
lower surfaces of the cantilever based on the change in resistance due to cantilever deformation [25].
The sensor chip used in this study had dimensions of 1.5 ˆ 1.5 ˆ 0.3 mm3. The sensors were
calibrated before being attached to the wing surface. The sensitivities to the differential pressure
were approximately 1.0 ˆ 10´4 Pa´1 from ´40 to 40 Pa. The fabrication process and sensor calibration
method were described in our previous work [25]. The differential pressure was expressed as a positive
value when the pressure on the upper wing surface was lower than that on the lower wing surface.

3. Experiments and Results of the Tethered Ornithopter

3.1. Experimental Setup

Using the ornithopter and sensor described above, we measured the differential pressures
and evaluated the relationship between phase angle and aerodynamic performance during the
tethered condition. The flapping motion from a lateral view was recorded using a high-speed camera
(FASTCAM 1024 PCI, Photron, Tokyo, Japan; 1000 frames per second; 1024 ˆ 1024 pixels) synchronized
with the sensor signals. Five phase-angle experiments (0˝, 30˝, 90˝, 180˝, and 270˝) were performed
with positive and negative motor rotations. The flapping frequency was configured to 12 Hz by
controlling the applied voltage to the motor for each phase angle. A laser proximity sensor (IL-065,
Keyence, Osaka, Japan) was used to monitor the frequency. The experimental setup comprised a
vertical bar for the attachment of the ornithopter on which the laser distance sensor was mounted as
shown in Figure 3a. At the end of the bar, a clip held the ornithopter below the laser proximity sensor,
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aligning the slider tip with the laser beam. Cables for both sensor outputs and motor power supply
were connected to the bridge circuits and an external power supply via the tail of the ornithopter to
avoid disturbing the flapping motion.

Figure 3b presents high-speed camera images of the ornithopter with the angle set at 270˝

with positive rotation. The two wings flapped with approximately opposite phase, and both the
forewing and hindwing feathered. Then, the positions of the wing tips of the leading edge and the
trailing edge were plotted manually, as shown in Figure 4a. To make the data easier to understand,
the x-axis of the position plots was inverted. The flapping angles were calculated from the leading
edge wingtip motions of the forewing and hindwing. The feathering angles were also calculated by
subtracting the flapping angles of the leading and trailing edges. Then, the phase angle between the
forewing and hindwing was defined as the phase difference between the two calculated flapping
angles. The calculated phase angle was 225˝ in this case, which was different from the angle that was
set with the gear parts. The other phase angles observed during flapping motion also differed from
the set angles, as shown in Figure 4b and Table 2. The torsion between the set and actual values was
constant, approximately 45˝. This torsion was attributed to the backlash or stiffness of the crank.
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Figure 3. (a) Experimental setup in tethered motion; and (b) high-speed camera images of the
ornithopter with the gear position set at 270˝ with positive rotation and a measured phase angle
of 225˝. The time interval is 10 ms.
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Figure 4. (a) Side view of the trajectories of the wingtips of the ornithopter shown in Figure 3. The wing
points were recorded every 5 ms; (b) relationship between the set gear position and the phase angle.
The light green and blue plots are actual phase angles with positive and negative rotations, respectively;
gray lines are theoretical values.
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Table 2. Flapping performance in each setting angle during tethered motion. Rotation refers to the
direction of motor rotation.

Condition Setting Angle (Degrees) Rotation Phase Angle (Degrees) Frequency (Hz)

1
0

´ 315 11.4
2 + 308 11.6

3
30

´ 285 12.0
4 + 355 12.0

5
90

´ 215 12.0
6 + 53 11.5

7
180

´ 116 12.0
8 + 143 11.5

9
270

´ 32 11.5
10 + 225 12.0

The differential pressure data from the sensors were smoothed using a digital bandpass filter
of 0.1–48 Hz to eliminate temperature drift and electrical noise. When the power supply to the
motor was stopped, the wings came to rest within a few milliseconds, and the sensor signal was
unchanged. We evaluated the differential pressures of the approximately four final wingbeats before
the flapping stopped.

3.2. Experiments in Tethered Condition

Plots of the flapping angles, feathering angles, and differential pressures at the four characteristic
phase angles are presented in Figure 5. As the four characteristic phase angles, we defined the
forewing-lead, counterstroke, hindwing-lead, and in-phase modes when the phase angles were
approximately 90˝, 180˝, 270˝, and 0˝ (360˝), respectively, as shown in Table 2. The phase angles
in Figure 5a–d are 116˝, 215˝, 285˝, and 355˝, respectively, and correspond to the forewing-lead,
counterstroke, hindwing-lead, and in-phase modes. The shapes of the flapping angles were similar
even though the phase angles differed. It was also observed that each flapping angle was symmetric
between the upstroke and the downstroke. The feathering angles were positive and negative during
the upstroke and downstroke, respectively; the feathering angle was defined as positive when the
leading edge was upward to the trailing edge. The feathering motions were passively performed by
the wing deformation due to the aerodynamic force. The feathering angle of the forewing with a phase
angle of 116˝ was relatively larger, whereas the other feathering angles varied from approximately
´30˝ to +30˝. This phenomenon was thought to arise because the feathering angle of the forewing with
a phase angle of 116˝ was affected by the airflow due to the hindwing motion. It was observed that the
feathering angle was symmetric between the upstroke and the downstroke. Moreover, the differential
pressures differed. Other experiments with phase angles similar to each of the four characteristic phase
angles yielded qualitatively identical results. The averaged absolute values of the differential pressures
during one stroke were calculated as shown in Figure 6. The details of the characteristics of the four
phase angles are described below.

In the forewing-lead mode, the differential pressure values were obviously lower on the hindwing.
The average absolute differential pressures on the forewing and hindwing were approximately 13 and
8 Pa, respectively. These values indicated that the interaction greatly impeded the differential pressure
on the hindwing, in agreement with the results of previous studies of robotic flappers in liquid [9] and
CFD simulations [16].

In the counterstroke mode, the differential pressures were quite similar on each wing. Both
average absolute differential pressures were also approximately 13 Pa. In contrast to the pressure
characteristics of the forewing-lead mode, there were not two peaks during one stroke in both the
forewing and hindwing.
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In the hindwing-lead mode, the differential pressures had a similar shape, but that of the hindwing
was slightly larger than that of the forewing. The average absolute differential pressures on the
forewing and hindwing were approximately 14 and 15 Pa, respectively. The average of absolute value
on the hindwing was largest on the hindwing among the four modes. Two peaks during one stroke
were observed only for the forewing. This tendency agreed with the results of previous research on
robotic flappers [9].

The in-phase mode is the cross point between the forewing-lead and hindwing-lead modes,
as is counterstroke mode. Compared to counterstroke mode, there were critical differences in the
aerodynamics during the in-phase mode with slight forewing-lead or hindwing-lead. The passive
feathering of the wings suggests that the trailing edges lagged behind the leading edges. The hindwing
continually led the forewing at the point between the two wing edges due to the passive feathering.
Thus, the differential pressures had a shape similar to that of the hindwing-lead mode. In addition,
the differential pressures were not symmetrical during upstroke and downstroke. This asymmetry
was attributed to the difference in wing deformation and phase angle due to the motor characteristics
and crank mechanism; even if the difference was slight, it would affect the aerodynamic performance
of the in-phase mode relative to the other phase angles. The average absolute differential pressures
were approximately 16 and 14 Pa, respectively. The differential pressure on the forewing reached a
maximum value among the four modes near a phase angle of zero.

These experimental results demonstrated that the performance of the differential pressure on
the forewing remained almost constant when the phase angle varied. However, the differential
pressure obviously differed on the hindwing. The forewing-lead mode resulted in a smaller average
value and two peaks in one stroke compared to the hindwing-lead mode. This was consistent with
observations for robotic flappers [9]. These results confirmed that the aerodynamic effect of the phase
angle remained even when the forewing and hindwing flapped on the right stroke plane angle with a
passive feathering.

4. Demonstration of Free-Flight

4.1. Flight Performance

Finally, we demonstrated differential pressure measurement in free-flight. For the free-flight
experiments, the ornithopter was launched by hand with an initial flight velocity. At the launch from
the hand, the body angle was approximately 30˝–40˝, and the horizontal velocity was 1–1.5 m/s.
The lateral view of the flight trajectories was recorded using a high-speed camera, as with the
experiments in the tethered condition. Four phase-angle experiments (0˝, 30˝, 180˝, and 270˝) were
conducted with positive and negative motor rotations. Several flight experiments with the same phase
angle were performed to confirm repeatability. The flapping frequency was set to 12 Hz using the
laser proximity sensor before launching in every experiment. Due to the wires, the flight distance was
limited to approximately 400 mm, which was three times the body length. The flight time and flapping
cycle were approximately 0.25–0.4 s and 3–4 times, respectively.

Figure 7 presents the flight trajectory of the ornithopter with the angle set at 30˝ with negative
rotation (high speed camera video is shown in Supplementary information). The wing tips were
also tracked, as shown in Figure 8a. To make the data easier to understand, the x-axis of the flight
position plots was inverted, as shown in Figure 4a. In actuality, the flights were filmed from right to
left. The data had several missing points in the tracking for which the wing tip could not be accurately
plotted. The frequency and phase angle were obtained from the fitting curve of the second- or
third-order sum of the sinusoidal waves. The relationship between the gear position and the phase
angle exhibited tendencies similar to those observed under tethered conditions, as shown in Figure 8b.
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Figure 9 shows the flight trajectories and body angles of the four free-flight modes—forewing-lead,
counterstroke, hindwing-lead, and in-phase modes. The phase angles were 114˝, 195˝, 271˝, and 10˝,
which corresponded to the conditions of 6, 14, 5, and 13 in Table 3. The dots and line represent the
forewing pivot and the line between the forewing and hindwing pivots, respectively. The data were
plotted every 10 ms. Some points were missing because of incomplete body point data, as with the
wing tip plots. The x-axis of the flight position plots was also inverted. Other flight trajectories were
similar to that of each characteristic phase angle. The flight performances are presented in Table 3.
The flight velocity was computed and was generally constant and similar for all flights. The average
flight velocities presented in Figure 9 were 1.0, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.3 m/s, respectively.
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Figure 9. Flight trajectories and body angles in free-flight for the four modes. The phase angles in
the four modes are 114˝ (a), 195˝ (b), 271˝ (c), and 10˝ (d), which correspond to conditions 6, 14, 5,
and 13 in Table 3, respectively. Each angle corresponds to forewing-lead, counterstroke, hindwing-lead,
and in-phase modes, respectively. The dot and line represent the forewing pivot and the line between
two pivots, respectively. The data were plotted every 10 ms. Some points are missing because of
incomplete body point data.

Table 3. Flapping performance in each angle setting during free-flight.

Condition Setting Angle
(Degrees) Rotation Phase Angle

(Degrees)
Frequency

(Hz)
Initial Body Angle

(Degrees)

1
0

´ 318 14.9 26
2 ´ 316 15.0 43

3
30

´ 281 12.7 31
4 ´ 277 11.6 27
5 ´ 271 11.9 35

6

180

´ 114 11.7 46
7 ´ 125 11.5 41
8 + 133 12.8 36
9 + 140 12.7 33

10 + 136 13.1 27

11

270

´ 13 12.0 34
12 ´ 8 12.5 36
13 ´ 10 12.3 36
14 + 195 12.0 32
15 + 209 12.2 28
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Figure 10. Zoom-in images of the flying ornithopter for the four modes. The captured images
correspond to the forewing downstroke. The phase angles correspond to those in Figure 9.

Additionally, for the forewing-lead mode, the ornithopter began to stall in the middle of flight
even if it moved upward at the beginning of the flight. Figure 10 shows zoom-in images of the flying
ornithopter for the four modes corresponding to the flights shown in Figure 9. Each captured image
corresponds to the forewing downstroke.

The body angle increased with time during most flights. This increase was attributed to the
location of the center of gravity rearward relative to the optimal position due to the weight of the
connecting wires. However, there was little tensional force by the wires on the ornithopter. In some
excluded flights, the tensional force pulled backward and decreased the body angle quite suddenly.
The repeatability of the trajectory of the ornithopter was confirmed for each phase angle.

Providing that the flight speed of the ornithopter was 1.5 m/s and the flapping frequency was
12 Hz during free flight, the non-dimensional number representing the ratio of the flight speed to the
wingtip speed was 0.31. The value for a real dragonfly is calculated as 0.24 [2]. Furthermore, the value
varies from 0.15 to 0.6 according to the flight speed [4]. The values obtained during flying at a speed of
approximately 1.0 m/s are similar to that of the ornithopter.

4.2. Differential Pressure Measurement

The differential pressure data from the sensors were measured and synchronized with the video
data as with the tethered experiments. A digital bandpass filter of 1–48 Hz was applied to the measured
data. The measured flapping angles and differential pressures shown in Figure 11 correspond to the
flights shown in Figure 9. Some points were missing for the same reason described for the plots of
Figure 9. In the case of free-flight, it was difficult to obtain a zero point immediately after the wings
stopped beating. The differential pressures were also considered asymmetrical during upstroke and
downstroke [23]. Thus, the uncertainty of the zero point would not be negligible. However, the shapes
of the differential pressures were basically correct. We compared the shapes of the characteristic four
phase angles and the peak-to-peak values of differential pressures during one stroke, which also had no
dependence on zero point error, as shown in Figure 12. In the tethered condition, the relationship of the
peak-to-peak values had similar tendencies to those of the average values as shown in Figures 6 and 12.
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Figure 12. Relationship between the phase angle and peak-to-peak value of the differential pressure
during one stroke (a) in the tethered condition and (b) in free-flight.

For all four phase angles, the flapping angle change was asymmetrical during upstroke and
downstroke, which was due to the inflow formed by the forward flight and positive body angle.
The angular velocity was high for the upstroke and low for the downstroke. The shapes of the
differential pressures on the hindwing were similar to those of the tethered condition. The feathering
angles also had a tendency to be asymmetrical during the upstroke and downstroke.

The peak-to-peak values of the differential pressure on the hindwing were the largest in
hindwing-lead mode. The values on the hindwing in free-flight were larger than those in the tethered
condition. They were also the smallest in the forewing-lead mode. However, the shapes of the
differential pressures on the forewing differed from those in the tethered condition at several points.
For example, two peaks during one stroke were observed in counterstroke mode. The peak-to-peak
values of the differential pressure decreased as the phase angle increased, whereas the values were
similar to one another in the tethered condition. The direct aerodynamic effect of airflow from the
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hindwing to the forewing in free-flight was considered small because the ornithopter flew forward.
The difference in the peak-to-peak values on the forewing between free-flight and tethered condition
was attributed to the whole motion of the ornithopter, including the body angle and flight velocity,
which determined the angle of attack and inflow velocity.

4.3. Discussion

Assuming that the aerodynamic force on each wing corresponds to the measured differential
pressures, the aerodynamic force on the hindwing was found to be small in the forewing-lead
mode. This tendency agrees with the results of previous research on robotic flappers [9] and CFD
simulations [14,15]. The stalling of the ornithopter in the forewing-lead mode can be attributed to this
relatively small vertical aerodynamic force. This result would indicate that a real dragonfly does not
use the forewing-lead mode in flight for the same reason. The peak-to-peak values of the differential
pressures in counterstroke mode changed only slightly during the tethered condition and free-flight.
Due to the advantage of the small force fluctuations and the body oscillation [16], flight at a low
velocity—including hovering—could be achieved with suitable body and feathering angles. However,
the peak-to-peak value of the differential pressures on the hindwing in the hindwing-lead mode
during a free-flight was the largest among the four characteristic modes. This effect was more apparent
in the free-flight than in the tethered mode. This signifies that the hindwing in the hindwing-lead
mode during forward flight attains the largest aerodynamic force among the four characteristic flight
modes. If the wing area of the hindwing is larger than that of the forewing, as it is the case with
dragonflies, these results suggest that the hindwing-lead mode is suitable for forward flight. As shown
in Figure 9, the average velocity of the flight was at the maximum when the phase angle was in the
hindwing-lead mode. This tendency agrees with the flight performance of a real dragonfly, which uses
the hindwing-lead mode in forward flight [4,7]. However, it is difficult to conclude whether the
ornithopter in the hindwing-lead mode can fly with the highest flight velocity among the four flight
modes because of the hand launch and short flight distance.

As the next step, we will investigate the relationship between the differential pressure and flight
performance when the phase angle is varied using an ornithopter that can fly long distances with
repeatable initial flight velocity. An airflow visualization, such as particle image velocimetry in a wind
tunnel at a certain airflow velocity, would also be sufficient to verify this aerodynamic phenomenon,
including the relationship between the differential pressure and its suitable flight velocity, as in the
case of robotic wings [9–11]. Additionally, we will evaluate the power efficiency of flapping motion
with each phase angle by monitoring the applied voltage and current values in detail.

The ornithopter flapped its wings in the perpendicular stroke plane with passive feathering
motion. Changes in the phase angle lead to different flight performances without active controls
of pitching, feathering, and other wing kinematics. Changing the phase angle is simple so that the
ornithopter does not require a complex flapping mechanism. Provided that the flapping motions are
controlled independently for the forewing and the hindwing, the phase angle can be actively altered
during the flight of a dragonfly-type four-wing ornithopter.

Applying the phase angle to insect-sized flying robots requires a consideration of the divergences
between experimental robotic flappers/CFD simulations modeled after a dragonfly and current actual
flying robots. For example, many flying robots flap their wings in perpendicular stroke planes without
complex active controls of pitching and feathering because of weight limitations [18–22]. Then, passive
feathering motion due to wing deformation is utilized. Previous research has suggested that even
slight differences in the phase angle may alter aerodynamic performance. It is not clear if actual
airframes utilize the effect of the phase angle phenomena like dragonflies.

5. Conclusions

The aerodynamic performance of forewing and hindwings on a dragonfly-type ornithopter
were evaluated using MEMS differential pressure sensors. In the tethered condition, the generated
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differential pressures on the wings varied at different phase angles, particularly on the hindwing.
The differential pressure was smallest on the hindwing in forewing-lead mode and was considerably
larger on the hindwing in hindwing-lead mode. In counterstroke mode, the differential pressure on
the forewing and hindwing was similar.

As an experimental validation, we measured the differential pressure in free-flight. The results
demonstrated that the forewing-lead mode does not attain sufficient aerodynamic force on the
hindwing as with the tethered condition and resulted in stalling during flight. These experiments also
indicated that hindwing-lead mode was suitable for forward flight at a certain flight velocity similar to
that of actual dragonflies.

An ornithopter that can fly longer distances would be an effective platform to test the relationship
between the phase angle and various flight mode performances. The methodology focusing on the
wing interaction of the phase angle could facilitate the development of an artificial four-wing type
ornithopter that achieves a high flight performance like a real dragonfly.
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